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Context

- Assessing the impact of publicly-funded S&T is once again high on the policy agenda

- Agencies and analysts need systematic measures of “real world” impact

- Linking patented inventions to federally-funded R&D increasingly common approach
(used by scholars and policymakers alike)

- Today: How are patent data used in research assessment? What are best practices, major
data sources, tricks of the trade? What is the data frontier? How can they be made more
useful in assessment of public research funding?
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Perils
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Patent Data as Economic Indicators
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Griliches 1990
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Background
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Promise

- “They are available; they are by definition related to inventiveness; and they are based
on what appears to be a slowly changing standard” (Griliches 1990, p. 1663)

- Rich information: Inventor, firm names, location

- Technology class

- Long time series

- “One can actually read the detailed text of a series of patents in a particular field as
raw material for an economic-technological history of it”*
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Perils

- In most sectors patents not as important as other means of appropriating returns to
R&D investments (most recently, Mezzanoti and Simcoe 2023)

- Not all important innovations are patented (differences across firms, sectors in
propensity to patent; trade secrecy and tacit knowledge)

- Not all patents are innovation: the leniency of a patent granting examiner/agency
influences patent grant counts; as does applicant effort

- Implication: Hard to compare patent counts across fields; countries; maybe institutions
(with different patent strategies)

- Not all patents are important inventions: skew-distributed value (private/social) of
underlying inventions (compare 8,697,359 to 8,696,487, each issued 4/15/2014)
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The Citation Revolution
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Citations to the rescue?

- One common way to account for differences in value is citation-weighting
- Some evidence that citation-weighted patents correlate between with value than patent

counts alone
- More validation needed; best-practice is to use other value indicators as well

- Forward and backward citations also used to trace spillovers from one research field
to another. But ...

- Front-page citations are made for legal purposes (prior art) not quite the same as research
impact

- Examiners account for a substantial share of citations
- Patent citation strategy varies by field, firm, invention
- Changes in citation patterns over time (citation inflation)
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Standard approaches to linking patents
to public funding, some applications,

known limitations
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Standard approaches to linking patents to public funding:
front-page citations to publicly-funded publications and patents
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Standard approaches to linking patents to public funding:
government-interest
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Application: Linking FDA-approved drugs to public funding

- Life sciences may be the best case for
patents, patent citation data

- In addition, for drugs the FDA’s Orange
Book links patents to products
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Direct and indirect links to public sector research (retrospective)
Example of Direct Link Example of Indirect Link

Source: Sampat, Bhaven N., and Frank R. Lichtenberg. “What are the respective roles of the public and private sectors in pharmaceutical innovation?.” Health Affairs
(2011): 332-339.
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Direct and indirect links to public sector research (prospective)

Source: Li, Danielle, Pierre Azoulay, and Bhaven N. Sampat. “The applied value of public investments in biomedical research” Science (2017): 78-81.
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Source: Fleming, L., Greene, H., Li, G., Marx, M., Yao, D. (2019). Government-funded research increasingly fuels innovation. Science, 364(6446), 1139-1141.
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Limitations: government-interest statements

- Underreporting: NIH data suggests a large share of patents reported in iEdison don’t
have government interest statements, and vice versa (Rai and Sampat 2012)

- Sometimes buried in “Certificates of correction” to patents

- Not uniformly required before Bayh-Dole. Especially limiting for “license” agencies like
DoD.
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Limitations: patent-science citations

- Front-page patent citations are “prior art”, reflect patent strategy and prosecution
dynamics, not clearly related to “research impact” or “reliance on science”

- How to scale? How crucial is each article cited to final patent? What is counterfactual?
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Really new tools
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Tool 1: In-text science citations to publicly-funded science
Background on in-text Details on in-text

Sources: Bryan, Kevin A., Yasin Ozcan, and Bhaven Sampat. ”In-text patent citations: A user’s guide.” Research Policy (2020): 103946. and Marx, Matt, and Aaron
Fuegi. “Reliance on science by inventors: Hybrid extraction of in-text patent-to-article citations.” Journal of Economics Management Strategy (2022): 369-392.
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Tool 2: The Government Patent Register
WHEREAS there exists among the sev-
eral executive departments and agen-
cies a need for a more adequate source
of information with respect to patent
rights and interests owned or con-
trolled by the United States Govern-
ment ... The Secretary of Commerce
shall cause to be established in the
United States Patent Office a sepa-
rate register for the recording of all
rights and interests of the Government
in or under patents and applications
for patents (Roosevelt’s Executive Or-
der 9424, 2/18/44)

Register value-added
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Tool 3: More complete data on direct government interests in
life-science patents

- Combining information from front-page, iEdison, USPTO Assignments Database, and
that buried in Certificate of Collection images

- Exploring determinants of under-reporting (and potential policy solutions)

- Exploring using patent-paper pairs to smuggle in grant acknowledgements from “twin”
papers
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Towards a user guide
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Best practices

- Be careful about assuming patents=innovation. Differences within and across fields.

- When possible, triangulate any results (assessments) using patent data with
non-patent measures as well.

- Adjust for patent quality, even imperfectly (citation counts; family size; Kogan et al
market value data; novel patents). Pay attention to the top of the distribution.

- Government interest statements: Go beyond the front-page. Where possible (it is for
agencies) look at iEdison data as well, and PTO assignment database.

- Frontier research goes beyond “front page” citations to measure spillovers from public
research. In-text citations (and other text-based approaches) increasingly common
(and exciting!) though validation is needed.
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For funding agencies
- Much of what we can reasonably say using patent data is context-specific (for a given

field, agency, program)

- Qualitatative understanding of what patents mean in a specific agency (field) context
is important

- What share of “innovation” is patented in the field?
- How “innovative” are patents on average?
- What share of research impact is reasonably seen through patents, vs other channels?

(Think about HIV, or Covid-19).

- Where can funding agencies help?
- Systematic validation studies of patent-based measures needed, even for the standard

measures. Academic incentives need to change to get these done.
- Surveys of funded researchers may also be useful in validating patents, citations, and

other metrics for impact.
- In many (most?) cases, investing in creation/validation of new non-patent measures of

impact will be crucial (cf. Lazear 2003)
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Where to get it?

USPTO PatentsView: https://patentsview.org/download/data-download-tables
NBER I3: https://iii.pubpub.org/
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Where are we, 3 decades later?
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Appendix
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Direct links

Back to Sampat/Lichtenberg
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Indirect links

Back to Sampat/Lichtenberg
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In-text citations: motivation

- Front-page citations: duty of disclosure; In-text: help with enablement requirement;
more likely from inventors (than lawyers or examiners)

- Narin and Noma (1985): In-text references “may be more related to the history,
usefulness, and development of the invention”... but front-page “far easier to extract”

Back to in-text citations
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In-text citations: details

- Bryan, Ozcan, Sampat (2020): Develop an algorithm to extract front-page/in-text
citations to 248 journals, for patents issued since 1984 (2,786,041 citations)

- Only 24 percent of the front page citations are cited in-text in the same patent, and
only 31 percent of the in-text citations are cited on the front page

- Three validation studies suggest in-text are more related to various other measures of
knowledge flows

- In-text also unrelated to patent value; front-page are (cf. Sampat 2010)

- Marx and Fuegi (2022) scale up the Bryan et al algorithm to the universe of
patents/article, include front-page citations as well

Back to in-text citations
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The Government Patent Register: value added

Back to Register 6 / 6
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